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CANVAS accommodation - the finest in the land
INTRODUCTION

BEYOND THE ACCOMMODATION

The finest event accommodation in the land to suit a range of budgets
and requirements. The Yurtel fleet includes the largest single collection of
Luxury Suites, Yurts and Deluxe Bell Tents in the UK.

Yurtel offer a broad range of bespoke hospitality options; be it a beautifully

Yurtel also offer reception services, we design and produce full service
hospitality solutions and can provide a wide range of supporting facilities.
A true one stop shop for magical events.

seamlessly with your planned occasion.

A PACKAGE TAILORED FOR YOU
This is your event. So wether you are looking for a handful of cosy bell
tents or your own private festival, we will design the service we deliver to
your individual requirements.
Your dedicated event manager will ensure the whole experience is a dream
from beginning to end.

furnished meet and greet yurt or a grand reception tent complete with
cocktail bar and a la carte catering. We can ensure everything fits in

Other services include
•

bespoke dining experiences

•

craft cocktails and premium and bars

•

spa, wellness and beauty services

•

the finest reception and hospitality staff in their field

•

entertainment for all ages

•

beautiful decorations and lighting

•

luxury event loos and showers

•

power, water and other assorted practical solutions

HOW DOES IT WORK
We’ve listed our beautiful range of accommodation below so take a look and
feel free to give us a call with any questions you may have. Once you’ve
decided on the type and style you love, we will
•

design a personalised package for you

•

ensure you are happy with all elements of the proposal

•

send a fully detailed quote for your consideration

IN OTHER WORDS
Whether you are looking for temporary accommodation for your wedding
guests or planning a special party with a difference, we create truly
memorable experiences.

What’s on offer
We have a fantastic range of Yurtel designed and made timeless ash

Hospitality & catering
furniture which includes, lounge seating, bars and reception desks. This is
supported by an array of decorative items, deck chairs and fire bowls. We
can also arrange the perfect canvas structure to fit the brief.

We come from foodie backgrounds and have catered for gatherings of all
sizes, from intimate dinners to champagne breakfast for 600 guests; so we
know our way around the kitchen.

If you’re looking for a particular theme we can draw on our extensive
database of top notch suppliers to ensure your ideas are realised
beautifully.

We prefer to use local suppliers and make everything from scratch on the
premises to ensure that it is all as fresh and tasty as possible.

We also offer first rate bar and catering services. Read on to find out how
it all works.

Be it a drinks reception with canapes, 12 course tasting menu or informal
BBQ and morning after bacon baps, putting ingredients and service first
ensures our victuals always hit the spot.

THE BAR

HOW DOES IT WORK

Our handcrafted bar was built with style and functionality in mind.

If you are interested in finding out more about what we can create we’ll
need to have a really good chat.

We work with a range of premium suppliers to create a fully stocked bar
hosting a range of house and premium spirits, wine, champagne, beers,
cider and soft drinks. These can of course be tailored to your requirements.
Not sure where to start? We’re more than happy to discuss the possibilities
with you.

We want to know what you love, what you don’t, the style, scope and
direction of your ideas. A bespoke package can then be put together
detailing what we can do to help make your event a sparkling success.

We only work with the best staff the industry has to offer. So from the smile
that welcomes your guests to the garnish on your Martini, we’ll make sure
everything’s exceptional.

Catering

At Yurtel we pride ourselves on the fact that we can facilitate unusual and
fantastic ideas, so don’t hold back. If there is something specific you’d
really like, we’ll make it happen.

The accommodation

Yurtel Luxury Suite

Yurtel Luxury Suite
The largest offering in our fleet the suite features a spacious and deeply comfortable sitting room
area with sleeping quarters to one side that can be separated off for extra privacy.
The shower room to the rear enjoys a sink, shower and proper loo - the ultimate luxury.
As with our other offerings the look and feel is based around traditional canvas structures
redesigned and taken to the next level of luxury. The furniture is a mixture of vintage, contemporary
pieces plus some hand crafted to our own design. You can expect the highest standard of dressing
and comfort in what is the finest tented accommodation available.

THE LUXURY SUITE INCLUDES*:
•

Front deck with seating.

•

Locking front door.

•

Solid wooden floor with cosy rugs.

•

Great range of lighting.

•

Power points throughout.

LIVING ROOM AREA
•

Dressing table with mirror and hair dryer

•

Comfy sofa, coffee table & seating

•

Additional storage

•

Tea & coffee making facilities

•

Welcome goodies

•

Fresh flowers

•

Wardrobe
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SLEEPING AREA
•

Deeply comfy King size (or twin) bed

•

Sweet treats on your pillows

•

Bedside tables with reading lamps

SHOWER ROOM
•

Shower, loo and sink

•

Towels and toiletries

•

Dressing gowns

ADDITIONAL Services
•

Room service

•

Daily delivery of newspapers of your choice

•

Daily turn down service

Luxury Yurt
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The Luxury Yurt - 40 available
Our spacious, 15ft yurts come with luxury fitted as standard. It’s the
careful attention to detail, furnishings and little touches that make the
experience truly special. These include:
•

king size bed complete with proper mattress

•

sumptuous duvet and white cotton linen

•

hanging clothes store

•

carpet and deer skins rug

•

lockable wooden door

•

bespoke wooden furniture

•

dimmable theatre lighting

•

13amp plug socket

•

towels and miniature toiletries

•

chocolates on your pillow

•

flowers at your bed side

•

eye masks and ear plugs

•

complimentary torches

•

the magical experience of sleeping in a yurt

Extras
Our Yurts are luxuriously spacious for 2 which means we can add extra
accommodation to make them work for families whilst retaining a sense of
decadence.
If the event or time of year call for it, we are also able to add heaters
and extra rugs to the accommodation to create a truly sumptuous & snug
retreat from any weather Britain can throw at us.

DEluxe bell tent
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The deluxe bell tent - 40 available
These fantastic Ranger Bell Tents offer a taste of safari chic crossed with
English country style. Ridiculously roomy with a high wall and 5m diameter,
they are the last word in classy canvas cosiness. Features include:
•

king size bed with memory foam mattress

•

sumptuous duvet and white cotton linen

•

hanging clothes store

•

carpet and sheep skin rugs

•

magical fairy lights

•

table and chairs

•

13amp plug socket

•

towels and miniature toiletries

•

sweet treats on your pillow

•

flowers at your bed side

•

eye masks and ear plugs

•

complimentary torches

Extras :
Our Deluxe Bells are decadently spacious for 2 which means we can add
extra accommodation to make them work for families and still have space
for lounging.
If the event or time of year call for it, we are also able to add heaters
and extra rugs to the accommodation to create a truly sumptuous & snug
retreat from any weather Britain can throw at us.

Classic Bell Tent
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The classic bell tent - 60 available
The Classic Bell Tents offer are fast becoming a summer icon and for
good reason. These simple yet chic tents offer space, comfort and style in
spades. Features include
•

double size aero bed(or 2 singles)

•

sumptuous duvet and white cotton linen

•

wicker storage basket

•

full carpet

•

table and chairs

•

towels and miniature toiletries

•

sweet treats on your pillow

•

flowers at your bed side

•

eye masks and ear plugs

•

complimentary torches

Extras:
Our Bells work really well for a family of five. They can also be set up for
up to 6 should you need to accommodate large numbers at a great price.
If the event or time of year call for it, we are also able to add heaters
and extra rugs to the accommodation to create a truly sumptuous & snug
retreat from any weather Britain can throw at us.

Satellite Bell Tent
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The satellite bell tent - 30 available
The Satellite Bell is the Classic Bell’s little(ish) sister. Designed initially
to give guests the option of putting their older kids in the tent next door, it
is also popular as an entry level offer.
•

high quality 4m bell tent

•

combination of airbeds for up to 4 people

•

sumptuous duvet and white cotton linen

•

full carpet

•

towels

•

eye masks and ear plugs

Extras:
Whilst these are designed to be a simpler offer we are of course able to up
the level of specification if required.

An experienced & flexible approach
- about Yurtel At Yurtel we draw on our extensive experience in the industry to innovate and improve. Our lifeblood is in
events. We have created bespoke packages for weddings, international companies and world famous festivals;
mainly because we love doing it, but also because we know we deliver the finest offering in the land.

We are a tight knit team built from over 20 years experience. We united with a mutual passion for creating
luxurious environments and having fun in the great outdoors.

We design all of our structures and much of their interiors in house. We then have it all made right here in
the UK from the finest materials on the market. We believe that “Made in the UK” is a great thing to be able to
stitch onto our canvas.

Copyright and confidentiality notice
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This document is subject to copyright of Yurtel Ltd.
Any designs and concepts are subject to copyright of Yurtel Ltd.
All rights reserved. As of 1 September 2016.
Any proposals contained herein are communicated in strict confidence. Any identifiable or original ideas; concepts or designs; schemes or campaign invented or developed by
Yurtel Ltd. shall not be used or replicated for any purpose or communicated to any third party without prior agreement being given in writing.
This document contains information and may contain conclusions and recommendations. Every effort has been made to ensure that the information is accurate and that the
opinions expressed are sound. However, Yurtel Ltd. cannot be made liable for any errors or omissions or for any losses or consequential losses resulting from decisions based on
the information.
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The Finest Boutıque Camping In The Land

